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STAFF REPORT: 

 
MICHIGANDERS  

FOR FAIR LENDING 
 
 

SPONSOR:  Michiganders for Fair Lending (Fair Lending)  
 
DATE OF FILING:  June 1, 2022 
 
NUMBER OF VALID SIGNATURES REQUIRED:  340,047 signatures1 
 
TOTAL FILING: 392,009 signatures2 on 91,031 sheets     Signatures Sheets 
 

Total number of signatures filed 392,009          91,031 
Signatures identified as invalid                           Less: 9,376               2,753 

Torn, mutilated, or damaged petition sheet 181 27 
Missing information in the circulator certificate 4,146 923 
Failure of out-of-state circulator to check box accepting 
Michigan jurisdiction 

1,608 383 

Failure to identify whether the circulator was paid or 
unpaid 

1,472 353 

Signature errors (signature crossed out or no signature) 1 1053 
Invalid county names (e.g. city entered instead of county)  708 294 
Jurisdiction errors (no city in county by name given by 
signer, jurisdiction name given by signer does not align 
with address) 

256 188 

Dual jurisdiction entries 166 95 

 
1 Mich. Const. Art. II § 9 (“Not less than eight percent of the total vote cast for all candidates for governor at the last 
preceding general election at which a governor was elected.”) 
2 The total number of signatures filed represents a cushion of 15.3% over the minimum number required. Once 
wholly invalid sheets were excluded from the universe, the sponsor needed to attain a signature validity rate of at 
least 90.8% for staff to recommend immediate certification of the petition (i.e., 474/522), or an 87.4% validity rate 
to land in the “sample more signatures” range (i.e., 456/522). The validity rate found in this sample is 71.8% 
(375/522). 
3 104 of these sheets were invalid because the only signature on the sheet was crossed out. Because signatures that 
are crossed out are treated as if they do not exist, the invalidation of the sheet does not result in a reduction in 
signatures.   

http://legislature.mi.gov/doc.aspx?mcl-Article-II-9
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Date errors (no date given by signer, date of birth entered, 
or date given by signer is later than circulator’s date of 
signing)  

740 333 
 

Address errors (no street address or rural route given) 58 48 
Submitted to the wrong drive 40 4 

Total “universe” of potentially valid signatures remaining 
after face review 

382,6334           88,278 
 

   
SAMPLING PROCEDURE: 
 
On February 7, 1980, the Board of State Canvassers adopted the following procedure for 
canvassing petitions seeking an initiative, referendum, or state constitutional amendment.5  
 
First, staff conduct a “face review” of all petition sheets. Face review involves checking that the 
mandatory elements of each petition sheet are present and correct, which is also done for 
candidate nominating petitions.6 Sheets that do not pass face review are removed from the 
petition.7 After face review, staff count the total number of potentially valid signatures on all 
remaining sheets and stamp an identifying number on each sheet. 
 
After face review, counting of signatures and sheets, and stamping of sheets, staff begin the two-
step random sampling process. A sample of approximately 500 signatures is randomly selected 
from the remaining potentially valid signatures. Each of those signatures is examined to confirm 
that the signatory is a person registered to vote in Michigan, that the signature on the petition 
sheet matches the signature contained in the Qualified Voter File (QVF), and that the entry does 
not contain another fatal defect (for instance, a jurisdiction, date, or address error). Each of the 
signatures in the sample is determined to be either a valid signature (the genuine signature of a 
person registered to vote in Michigan that matches the information in QVF) or an invalid 
signature (because the person who signed the petition sheet is not registered to vote in Michigan, 
the signature did not match the person’s signature stored in the QVF, or for another fatal defect). 
Finally, staff tallies the number of signatures in the sample which are valid. 
 
When selecting and checking the validity of the approximately-500-signature sample during the 
first step of the sampling process, staff use a computer software program to provide a randomly 
generated list of sheets and lines.8  A statistical methodology approved by the Board of State 

 
4 As described in greater detail in “Staff Response to Fair Lending Objections,” below, the number of signatures in 
the universe includes 295 signatures initially identified as invalid but reintroduced to the universe following 
additional review.  
5 See Random Sample Signature Canvassing in Michigan, Michigan Department of State (1990), attached to this 
staff report, which describes in more detail the process summarized here. 
6 Mandatory elements include ensuring that the paid or volunteer checkbox is completed, that the county of 
circulation is indicated or apparent from the cities and townships indicated on the petition, and that the circulator 
certificate is properly completed. 
7 Staff also remove sheets if every signature affixed to the sheet is obviously invalid (for example, if every signature 
line omitted the date, city, or some other mandatory element). 
8 The sample is always at least 500 signatures but may not be exactly 500 signatures because staff requests that the 
computer program initially list more than 500 sheets and lines, based on staff’s experience that some identified lines 
will be blank and that additional sheet and lines will be needed to complete the sample. For example, the computer 
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Canvassers calculates two thresholds based on the number of valid signatures in the sample: a 
“rejection” threshold and an “acceptance” threshold. The rejection and acceptance threshold are 
not the same. Instead, the rejection threshold is usually fifteen to thirty signatures lower than the 
acceptance threshold.  
 
To complete the first step of the canvassing process, staff compare the number valid signatures in 
the sample to the rejection and acceptance thresholds. If the number of valid signatures in the 
sample is equal to or greater than the acceptance threshold, staff recommend that the Board 
certify the subject of the petition to the ballot. If the number of valid signatures in the sample is 
lower than or equal to the rejection threshold, staff recommend that the Board decline to certify 
the subject of the petition to the ballot. If the number of valid signatures in the sample is greater 
than the rejection threshold, but lower than the acceptance threshold, staff move to the second 
step of the canvassing process.  
 
The second and final step of the petition canvassing process is employed only when the number 
of valid signatures falls into the span between the acceptance and rejection thresholds—the “pull 
more” range. This step is largely similar to the first step, except that staff uses the same approved 
methodology to randomly sample approximately 2,000 signatures, and staff calculate a single 
combined acceptance and rejection threshold (without a “pull more” range). The larger sample of 
newly drawn signatures is combined with the approximately 500 signatures in the original 
sample to yield a combined sample of approximately 2,500 signatures.  
 
Staff determine how many signatures in the combined sample are valid and compare the number 
of valid signatures to the acceptance/rejection threshold. If the number of valid signatures in this 
larger random sample is greater than or equal to the computed acceptance/rejection threshold, 
staff recommends that the Board certify the subject of the petition to the ballot. If the number of 
valid signatures in the sample is lower than the acceptance/rejection threshold, staff recommends 
that the Board decline to certify the subject of the petition to the ballot. This second step, which 
is usually not required, is used by the Board in its established procedures to obtain a more precise 
estimate of valid signatures, based on a larger sample size, in cases of close calls—where an 
initiative fails to reach the acceptance threshold by a small margin. Although even a small 
margin in the sample would likely yield the correct result when extrapolated to the “universe” of 
submitted signatures, the second step is an additional safeguard used to increase the precision of 
the sample and the accuracy of the result.   
 
Based on Fair Lending’s universe of 382,633 face valid signatures, the statistical methodology 
required the following numbers of valid signatures out of the 522 sampled in order to trigger the 
following results.  
 
 Number of valid signatures Formula result  
 474 or more Certify  
 456-473 Sample more signatures   
 455 or fewer Deny certification  
 

 
program may identify 800 sheets and lines because staff anticipate that approximately 300 will be blank, but in fact 
only 250 turn out to be blank, leaving a sample of 550 signatures.  
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SIGNATURE SAMPLE:  
 

Total number of sampled signatures  522 
Total number of signatures determined to be invalid Less:  122 

Signatory not registered to vote  66 
No address given  2 
No city or township in county known by name  
given by signer 

 1 

Street address given is outside city or township listed  9 
More than one jurisdiction listed   4 
Missing or printed signatures; non-matching 
signatures 

 5 

Incomplete signature   8 
No date given by signer  3 
Signatory dated after circulator date  5 
Signatory dated before first date authorized  3 
Miscellaneous (signature did not match qualified 
voter file, illegible entry, etc.) 

 16 

Total number of possibly valid signatures in  
sample before challenge was processed 

 400 

   
CHALLENGE: Safe Lending Michigan (Safe Lending) filed a challenge to the sample, alleging 
that 2069 of Fair Lending’s 522 sampled signatures should be rejected for one or more of the 
following reasons:   

• 175 signatures for reasons including date, address, signature, and jurisdiction issues, and 
registration status.  

• 31 signatures for circulator issues, including a failure by the circulator to sign or date the 
circulator block.   

• 3 signatures as potentially fraudulent as indicated by distinctive handwriting across 
signatory lines and a high number of individuals who were not registered at the addresses 
provided on the petition sheets of certain circulators.   

• 11 signatures as potentially fraudulent as indicated by misspellings of the voter’s name or 
address.  
 

Staff processed the challenge and accepted the following challenges to individual signatures:  
 

Total number of possibly valid signatures in  
sample before challenge was processed 

 400 

Total number of challenges accepted   Less:  25 
Signatory not registered to vote  2 
Street address given is outside city or township 
listed 

  1 

 
9 Several signatures were challenged for multiple reasons; however, the total number of signatures Safe Lending 
reported challenging was 206.  
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Missing or printed signatures; non-matching 
signatures 

  1 

Signatory dated after circulator date  1 
Signatory dated before first date authorized   1 
Signatory signed petition multiple times10   13 
Circulator error (illegible or incorrect date given)  6 

Total number of valid signatures in sample  
after challenge was processed 

 375 

 
These challenges are addressed below using the same headings used in the submitted challenge. 
 
A. Signature Challenges 
The challenge identified at least 19 duplicate signatures, where a person signed at least once on 
the sampled sheets and additionally on other sheets throughout the universe. This included one 
person who signed twice on the same sampled page and one person who signed once on a 
sampled page but an additional four times on pages elsewhere in the universe. Staff recommends 
that the Board accept this challenge.  
 
B. Challenges on Basis of Circulator Issues with the Petition 
Safe Lending argued that two circulators whose petition sheets were included in the sample 
provided false addresses, necessitating the rejection of those sheets. MCL 168.482a(3) provides 
that “[i]f the circulator of a petition under section 482 provides or uses a false address or 
provides any fraudulent information on the certificate of circulator, any signature obtained by 
that circulator on that petition is invalid and must not be counted.” The circulator block on the 
petition itself requires entry of the “Complete Residence Address (Street and Number or Rural 
Route) [Do Not Enter a Post Office Box].”   
 
One circulator with two petition sheets in the sample entered an address with the appearance of a 
residence address, but which is actually the address of a post office.11 Another circulator entered 
an address that corresponds to an auto repair shop.12 Staff recommends that the Board accept this 
challenge.  
 
Examples of additional circulator errors—instances in which the complete address was not 
included—are below:  

 
10 During the canvass process, a duplicate signature is found to exist only when the same individual is found to have 
signed multiple petition sheets, each entry is facially valid, and the signatures match. If either entry is invalid for 
another reason (for example, because the signer incorrectly entered his or her jurisdiction of registration), then no 
duplicate is found. This is done to afford signers an opportunity to correct an earlier erroneous entry without it 
counting as a duplicate.  
11 Petition sheets 35831 and 46811. 
12 Petition sheet 58657. 
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Petition sheet 12857: no street name  Petition sheet 23520: no city or township  
 
Additionally, Safe Lending argued that in several instances circulators provided only their 
printed names and not signatures, requiring rejection. However, Safe Lending did not identify the 
specific sheets which included this alleged error. Apparent examples of this issue that were 
submitted for signatures challenged on another basis—the circulator address challenge, above—
show what is possibly a signature and possibly a circled blank space where the circulator 
signature should be, along with what could be a signature in the space specified for the printed 
name of the circulator.  
 
The Bureau’s publication on Circulating and Canvassing Countywide Petition Forms: 
Nominating and Qualifying Petitions13 (whose instructions are instructive in certain areas) 
includes the following guidance: “All of the following variations are acceptable: The circulator’s 
signature is illegible; circulator prints his or her name in space provided for the signature and 
signs in the space for printed name; circulator omits his or her printed name; circulator enters his 
or her cursive signature in space provided for printed name. (Note: The petition sheet is invalid 
if the circulator merely prints his or her name and fails to sign the petition.)” (emphasis added) 
Because the mark in the signature line could be a signature or, alternatively, the entry in the 
space provided for the printed name includes what is arguably a signature rather than a printed 
name, staff recommends rejection of this challenge. 

 

 
Petition sheet 46811: circulator signed name in space provided for printed name 

 
C. Challenges on Basis that Petition Contains Multiple Examples of Likely Fraud  
In addition to the signatures challenged for reasons traditionally observed when processing 
petitions, Safe Lending alleged the submission of fraudulent signatures. Citing the May 23, 2022 
Staff Report on Fraudulent Nominating Petitions14 produced by the Bureau following an 

 
13 Circulating and Canvassing Countywide Petition Forms: Nominating and Qualifying Petitions (April 2020) 
https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-
/media/Project/Websites/sos/25delrio/SOS_ED105_County_Pet_Form_77019_7.pdf?rev=74663c45612b4237be4bd
d55ac8d0000&hash=3B8EEBFC6C38E1BD0A48D901C65744B2  
14 StaffReportFraudulentNominatingPetitions.pdf (michigan.gov) 

https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-/media/Project/Websites/sos/25delrio/SOS_ED105_County_Pet_Form_77019_7.pdf?rev=74663c45612b4237be4bdd55ac8d0000&hash=3B8EEBFC6C38E1BD0A48D901C65744B2
https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-/media/Project/Websites/sos/25delrio/SOS_ED105_County_Pet_Form_77019_7.pdf?rev=74663c45612b4237be4bdd55ac8d0000&hash=3B8EEBFC6C38E1BD0A48D901C65744B2
https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-/media/Project/Websites/sos/25delrio/SOS_ED105_County_Pet_Form_77019_7.pdf?rev=74663c45612b4237be4bdd55ac8d0000&hash=3B8EEBFC6C38E1BD0A48D901C65744B2
https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-/media/Project/Websites/sos/27delrio/StaffReportFraudulentNominatingPetitions.pdf?rev=b751b118ff14477db18d721406de9fd6&hash=CEE3D9745D0ED31BF560090136C37E00
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unprecedented number of fraudulent signatures submitted on behalf of candidates for the 2022 
primary election, Safe Lending argued similar themes were present among certain signatures 
submitted by Fair Lending. Common themes alleged by Safe Lending included a number of 
purported signatories who were unregistered or who were unregistered at the provided address, 
certain letters written by purported signatories that mirrored the same letters written by the 
circulator in the circulator certificate, and misspelled names or addresses. Staff would 
recommend accepting this challenge on the basis that the signatures do not belong to validly 
registered voters, but staff had already determined that these signatures did not correspond to 
valid registered voters during its initial review.  
 
While the petition likely does include some signatures written by persons other than the 
purported signatory, petitions often include isolated incidents of signatures that do not 
correspond to a registered voter—either through fraud in small numbers by a small number of 
circulators or an instance where a petition signer signs with someone else’s name without the 
circulator’s knowledge. 
 
However, any invalid signatures, regardless of the reason the signature is invalid, are already 
identified and removed as part of the review of the random sample. Because the sample is 
representative of the entire petition, signatures identified as invalid in the sample on this basis are 
representative of their percentage in the entire petition, and it is unnecessary to do a separate 
review of these signatures for purposes of determining whether the entire petition contains a 
sufficient number of valid signatures.   
 
FAIR LENDING’s RESPONSE TO CHALLENGE:  
 
Fair Lending responded to the challenge on Thursday, July 14, 2022, at 3:46 pm. In that 
response, Fair Lending protested that it did not have sufficient time to respond to the challenge, 
because Fair Lending was provided the challenge on July 12 at 4:41 p.m. The challenge was sent 
to staff at 4:07 p.m. that same day.15 Fair Lending also repeated its complaints made in the July 6 
letter regarding staff’s processing of the petition. Fair Lending did not attempt to rehabilitate any 
particular signature but noted it may do so before the Board. 
 
FINAL RESULT OF SIGNATURE SAMPLE:  
 
 Number of valid signatures Formula result Sample result 
 474 or more Certify  
 456-473 Sample more signatures   
 455 or fewer Deny certification 375 
 
 

 
15 There is no statutory process for petition-sponsor rebuttals to challenges; staff’s practice with regard to the 
rebuttal was consistent with the typical practice of the Board. Fair Lending had access to the full sample for weeks 
and could have conducted due diligence necessary to rebut a challenge during that time period. Staff requested that 
the Fair Lending provide rebuttals two business days after receiving the challenge. Staff evaluated challenges and 
published this report three business days after receiving the challenge. If staff had published this report later, petition 
sponsors and other interested parties would have had less time to review the staff report in advance of the board 
meeting.  
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ESTIMATED NUMBER OF VALID SIGNATURES FOR PETITION:  
 
Based on the results of the random sample, it is estimated that the petition contains 274,668 valid 
signatures16 (at a confidence level of 100%),17 72,513 signatures short of the threshold required 
for certification and 59,329 short of the threshold required to sample more signatures.  
 
STAFF RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS BY MICHIGANDERS FOR FAIR LENDING:  
 
On July 6, 2022, Scott Eldridge, on behalf of his client Michiganders for Fair Lending, submitted 
a letter (Eldridge Letter) objecting to a number of staff’s decisions to disqualify petition sheets 
during face review method laid out above. The report includes responses to these arguments, 
corresponding to the numbered objections in that letter. 
 
As explained earlier in this report, only 9,376 signatures (2.4% of the total petition filing) were 
invalidated during face review. The Eldridge letter disputed only 1,394 of those invalidations.18 
Even if the Board ultimately found that every one of the 1,394 disputed signatures was actually 
valid, the total universe of signatures would increase from 382,633 to 384,025. This increase 
would not change the percentage of valid signatures in the sample anywhere near the level 
necessary to find that the subject of the Fair Lending petition has sufficient valid signatures to 
appear on the ballot. The sample was 81 signatures short of even triggering the larger sampling 
in Step 2 of the process, and 99 signatures short of surpassing the approval threshold. Adding 
any or all of the signatures back into the universe would not change staff’s recommendation.19  
 
Upon review of the Eldridge letter’s objections, staff did agree with some objections and 
reintroduced a total of 91 sheets containing 295 signatures to the universe, as described in the 
applicable sections below.   
 
As explained above, conducting a face review and removing invalid petition sheets from the 
universe is explicitly part of the statistical methodology approved by the Board.20 In this case, 

 
16 This projection is based on a universe with 295 signatures that staff determined should have been included in the 
universe of valid signatures after reviewing Fair Lending’s July 6 letter, as further explained below.  
17 The formula result confidence level is .0000, meaning there is a 0.0% chance that the petition contains sufficient 
signatures. In other words, the there is a 100% statistical probability that denying certification is the correct result. 
18 The letter stated that Fair Lending’s analysis of the disqualified petition sheets was ongoing, and that Fair Lending 
might ultimately dispute more than the 1,394 signature invalidations referenced in the letter. Eldridge Letter, p. 2 n1. 
19 The Eldridge Letter asks that the Board order staff to add the signatures invalidated during face review back into 
the universe, then draw a new sample. As explained above, however, the sample would not meaningfully differ from 
the sample that was actually drawn because the addition of 295 signatures would increase the total universe of 
signatures by less than 0.1%. Even if all 1,394 disputed signatures were added (which staff would not recommend), 
it would increase the total universe of signatures by only 0.36%. Even if the previously invalidated signatures have a 
higher validity rate than the rest of the petition (which the Eldridge Letter does not allege), it would be expected that 
at most a few of these signatures would be included in the sample.   
20 Random Sample Signature Canvassing In Michigan, Michigan Department of State, at 5 (1990) (“Symbols used 
for the total population of signatures:  

N = the total number of signatures submitted which passed checks for technical accuracy  
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the Bureau determined that the universe of valid sheets was incorrect by a total of 295 signatures, 
or less than 0.1 percent of the total signatures submitted. In other words, the universe from which 
the sample was drawn was more than 99.9% accurate. For this reason, in addition to the large 
margin between the valid signatures required in the sample and valid signatures found, this had 
no discernable effect on the validity of the random sample. 
 
1. Petition Sheets Invalidated Because Paid/Volunteer Checkbox Not Marked 
Fair Lending claims that staff should not have invalidated 1,063 signatures on 263 sheets where 
the circulator did not check either the “paid” or “volunteer” checkbox. Fair Lending argues that, 
because the statute requiring the checkbox be printed on the petition sheet contains no language 
requiring the circulator to actually check either box, the statute’s only requirement is that the 
checkbox be printed on the petition sheet.21  

 
Staff recommends that the Board reject this argument. In its January 2022 ruling finding that the 
checkbox requirement did not violate the Michigan Constitution, the Michigan State Supreme 
Court considered “that the checkbox could create administrative burdens for petition sponsors by 
making them ensure that checkboxes are adequately marked in order for them to avoid [sheets] 
being thrown out.”22 If the Court had believed that the checkbox could go unchecked, there 
would have been no need for this analysis. Indeed, if the Court had believed the checkbox could 
go unchecked, there would have been no need for any of the Court’s analysis of the requirement 
– the entire issue concerned whether the checkbox violated the circulator’s free speech rights, 
and there would be no speech if the checkbox required no checking.  
 
Fair Lending also argues that, because publicly available staff guidance does not explicitly state 
that the checkbox must be checked, staff must not have intended for petition sheets that lacked a 
completed checkbox to be invalidated.23 Staff also recommends the Board reject this argument. 
The document presumably referenced by this portion of the letter is “Sponsoring a Statewide 
Initiative, Referendum or Constitutional Amendment Petition,” which was last updated in 
February 2022.24 This document, however, does not hold itself out as a comprehensive guide to 
properly completing a petition sheet, nor does the document promise that it contains all of the 
legal requirements necessary to avoid the invalidation of a petition sheet.  
 
The document mentions the checkbox in only two contexts. First, in multiple places, the 
document alerts readers to the January 2022 Michigan State Supreme Court ruling mentioned 
above. The only other mention of the checkbox is in the “Petition Format Requirements” section, 

 
V = the number of the N signatures which are valid (belonging to voters registered in the locality     
indicated . . .”). 

The equations and explanations of the statistical method is set out using these definitions of N and V, which assume 
that all signatures in the universe from which the sample is drawn have undergone face review (“checks for 
technical accuracy”).  
21 Eldridge Letter, p. 2 (“If the Legislature had intended to require either box to be checked or for signatures to be 
invalided if the boxes are not checked, it would have said so. It did not.”). 
22 League of Women Voters v Secretary of State, Docket No. 16711, 163712, 163744, 163745, 163747, and 163748 
(Mich. St. Sup. Ct. Jan. 24, 2022), at *29-30. 
23 Eldridge Letter, p. 2 (“If the BOE had intended for signatures to be invalidated for that reason, it would have said 
so in its guidance. It has not.”) 
24 Available at https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-
/media/Project/Websites/sos/08delrio/Initiative_and_Referendum_Petition_Instructions_201920_061119.pdf.  

https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-/media/Project/Websites/sos/08delrio/Initiative_and_Referendum_Petition_Instructions_201920_061119.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/sos/-/media/Project/Websites/sos/08delrio/Initiative_and_Referendum_Petition_Instructions_201920_061119.pdf
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which echoes the statute and is silent on the requirement that the checkbox be checked. 
However, this section deals only with the format to which the petition sheet must adhere to avoid 
being deemed invalid; it does not mention any actions that must be taken to ensure validation 
after printing. This section does, however, recommend that petition sponsors to “exercise 
extreme caution to ensure that all legal requirements are met.” Staff notes that a the separate 
“overview” section of the document does specify that an out-of-state circulator must check the 
out-of-state circulator checkbox, but is entirely silent on the volunteer/paid checkbox.  
 
Fair Lending also made this argument when it challenged before the State Court of Claims the 
signatures excluded by staff from the universe. The Court of Claims denied the requested 
injunction on ripeness grounds but found that the staff’s interpretation of the law to require one 
of the boxes to be checked was the better reading of the statute.  
 
2. Petition Sheets Invalidated Because Both Paid/Volunteer Checkboxes Marked 
Fair Lending objects to the invalidation of 11 sheets containing 59 signatures where both of the 
“volunteer” and “paid” checkboxes were filled. Staff recommend that the Board accept this 
argument, and staff has reintroduced these 59 signatures into the universe of potentially valid 
signatures.25  Staff identified an additional 12 sheets containing 80 signatures that had been 
identified as invalid on face review for that reason and likewise reintroduced them into the 
universe, resulting in a total reintroduction of 23 sheets containing 139 signatures.  
 
Staff believes that Fair Lending’s argument is correct because there may be circumstances where 
one circulator may collect some signatures on a petition sheet in a volunteer capacity and others 
in a paid capacity.26 For the sake of clarity in future election cycles, staff recommends that the 
Board either (1) require such a circulator begin to collect signatures on a new petition sheet or 
(2) require that the circulator write on the petition sheet a brief explanation of why both boxes 
are checked (e.g. “switched to paid circulation midsheet” or “switched to volunteer circulation 
midsheet”).27 If the Board opts to find petition sheets with both boxes checked valid, the 
statement described under option 2 would both communicate the information required by the 
checkboxes to potential signatories despite the fact both checkboxes were marked and would 
also prohibit a petition sponsor from improperly checking both boxes on all petition sheets or 
instructing circulators to check both boxes on all petition sheets to ensure that no sheets are 
rejected for lack of either box being marked.  
  
 

 
25 Staff notes that, in prior petition drives where a small number of signatures has been added back into the universe 
of potentially valid signatures after the initial sample has been selected and each signature validated, the Board has 
reasoned that the small number of signatures does not significantly change the statistical accuracy of the sampling 
process and has not required that a new sample be drawn for the updated, slightly expanded “new” universe. Instead, 
the Board has accepted the outcome of the sample drawn from the “old,” slightly smaller universe. See, e.g., Second 
Staff Report: Fair and Equal Michigan Initiative Petition (July 21, 2021). 
26 For example, a volunteer may be offered a paid position while circulating petition sheets. A similar situation 
might arise if a paid circulator decides to forego payment for some signatures for which they were entitled payment. 
27 Such a statement would be analogous to the initialed corrections that staff allows to show that a crossed out and 
corrected mandatory element on the header or circulator certificate is a valid correction made by the circulator rather 
than an invalid correction made by someone other than the circulator after the petition sheet was collected from the 
circulator. 
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3. Petition Sheets Invalidated “For No Discernable Reason” 
Fair Lending asserts that 18 petition sheets containing 88 signatures were invalidated for no 
discernible reason. Staff agrees and, upon further review, reintroduced the questioned sheets and 
signatures to the universe. In reviewing all previously invalidated sheets, staff also identified an 
additional 48 sheets containing 65 signatures that had been excluded; staff likewise reintroduced 
those to the universe, resulting in a total reintroduction of 66 sheets containing 153 signatures.  
 
4. Petition Sheets Invalidated Because County of Circulation Left Blank 
Fair Lending claims that staff should not have invalidated 3 signatures on 2 petition sheets where 
the county of circulation was left blank but where the addresses provided with the signatures 
“clearly indicate that [the signatories] are all from a singular county.” 28 Staff recommend the 
Board accept Fair Lending’s argument, as Fair Lending accurately summarizes prior practice.29 
staff has reintroduced these 2 sheets containing 3 signatures into the universe of potentially valid 
signatures.  
 
5. Petition Sheets Invalidated Because Some Signatures Invalid 
Fair Lending argues that 2 signatures on 2 petition sheets were improperly invalidated because 
other signatures on each of those sheets were invalid. Staff recommends that the Board reject this 
argument. Although one sheet was provided as an example of a petition sheet where the entire 
sheet was invalidated because one signature was “not a completed name or printed name,” an 
examination of this sheet shows that both of the two signatures on the sheet were invalid for the 
same reason. Thus, while the sheet may have been identified as being rejected because the 
signature on Line 2 was invalid, the sheet was actually invalidated because both signatures were 
invalid: 

 
 
6. Petition Sheets Invalidated for Incorrect Dates 
Finally, Fair Lending argues that 179 signatures on 33 sheets were improperly invalidated due to 
incorrect dates in the circulator certificate. Fair Lending points to a sheet where staff found that 
the year on the circulator certificate read “2027,” and which staff disqualified because the sheet 
could not have been circulated in 2027. Fair Lending claims that the circulator had poor 
handwriting and that the year in the circulator certificate actually reads “2022.” Further, Fair 

 
28 The petition sheet attached to the letter as Exhibit 7 and referenced by Fair Lending in this section appears to 
contain 6 signatures; staff does not speculate why Fair Lending believed the petition sheet contained 3 or fewer 
signatures. 
29 Staff notes that Fair Lending used a citation to a document Fair Lending referred to as “Circulating and 
Canvassing Countywide Petition Forms” to support its argument. The full document title is “Circulating and 
Canvassing Countywide Petition Forms: Nominating and Qualifying Petitions” (emphasis added). Staff does not 
speculate as to why Fair Lending only quoted part of the document’s title. 
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Lending argues that “imperfect handwriting of a circulator is not a proper reason to invalidate 
entire petition sheets.”30  
 
Staff recommends that the Board reject this argument. The Board has authority to determine 
what numbers are actually written on the sheet if it disagrees with the Bureau, but the Board’s 
practice has been to reject extraneous evidence attempting to rehabilitate handwriting where a 
party claims the party meant to write something different. For example, during the May 26, 2022 
Board meeting, the Board declined to certify Mark Koroi to the ballot for the same reason that 
staff recommend finding these petition sheets invalid: staff’s best guess at the date handwritten 
into the circulator certificate on Mr. Koroi’s petitions was that year read “208.” Even after Mr. 
Koroi testified at the Board meeting and explained that the “8” was actually two “2”s, to make 
the year 2022, the Board followed past practice, rejected Mr. Koroi’s evidence, and declined to 
certify Mr. Koroi’s name to the ballot. Fair Lending’s request that the Board to change its 
practice in the midst of an election cycle should be similarly rejected.   
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  Staff recommends that the Board deny certification of this 
petition.  
 

 
30 Eldridge Letter p. 3.  

Note that while the information provided in this staff report is current as of this writing, 
additional information may be submitted by the petition sponsor or challenger after the date 
of publication.  
 
This staff report is being published on July 15, 2022, at least two business days prior to the 
July 21, 2022 meeting at which the Board of State Canvassers will consider the sufficiency of 
the Michiganders for Fair Lending petition in accordance with MCL 168.476(3) (“At least 2 
business days before the board of state canvassers meets to make a final determination on 
challenges to and sufficiency of a petition, the bureau of elections shall make public its staff 
report concerning disposition of challenges filed against the petition.”). 
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